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Yes Chaz, its about rods onthe water....for instance, if say a certain local wants to go fishin and he shows up at
his favortie crik and there is a car at the first pull off, so he drives down to the next and there is another and
goes to the next and finally there is no one so he hikes in and starts fishing only to find someone walking
downstream toward him.
Spot burning is not about mortality so much as the selfishness of local people who don't want anyone else to
fish their streams.
Look at the Lititz Run, Sal spotburned that three years ago with his pictures of big fish and it took til now for the
landowners to get the sh7ts of the bait guys creeling the family pets they feed with pellets. Now the landowners
are going to make it FFO.....because the Flyfishers C&R and respect the resource....Ironic isn't it. The Flyfishers
popularized by posting pictures of huge trout.....so maybe the flyfishers should be banned and let the bait guys
fishit....cuz they don't spotburn they burn spots.
On the other hand, Spot burning where creeling is involved could cause cropping of legal sized fish on a small
fragile brook trout stream. But likly its the locals doing that too.....not the local selfish folks with their paranoia
toward spotburning but the locals who have always cropped off the bigger fish year after year.
So why is it that YOU always seem to alude to these fragile limestone brook trout streams with fish measured in
pounds but claim they are too fragile to mention? You know we could change the name from spotburning to
giving away selfish secrets......

